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The English Countryside

I feel that she took solace from the countryside, and felt attached to it in a similar way to the

nature poet John Clare. Nature does not let you down.

Early on Mary was interested in paintings but I don’t think she saw herself as an artist, more of

a country person who recorded things. I don’t think other people saw her as an artist either, she

was not part of the art world and didn’t have friends who were. Mary had first trained as a marine biologist at Reading university, before receiving an education certificate in 1944, after which

she taught maths, she only started painting after getting married in 1950, when she was 28.

Mary met Godfrey at Walberswick when she was on a field trip with a group of people observing the avocets that had just started breeding on the Suffolk coast, Godfrey’s parents had retired

there and he was working for the local farmer at Westwood Lodge after returning from Cirencester Agricultural College. After they were married they bought a smallholding at Needham with

100 acres of land, 50 being marsh land along the river Waveney that borders Norfolk and Suffolk. My sister Hannah and I were born along with lots of animals, growing was part of that life

which required a lot of work. Mary’s interest in the natural world took her on field trips. On one

visit to Flatford Mill in Suffolk she met Dr. Ennion who encouraged her to observe and record

the natural world. Her recordings became her life’s work. They were not straight observations, as

she brought herself into her paintings she developed ways of expressing her voice and a poetic

understanding of the world around her.

When I stood at the top of that valley looking down at the farm after Mary died, I thought of the

way their lifestyle had affected people, of course there are their children, and now great grandchildren, but it’s Mary’s paintings that are the most important. Out of all that life and industry it

is her paintings and vision that have stood the test of time.
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River Trips

A river is a fine place to sit. The river is going somewhere and you are not. There is very slight activity all the

time. There is a sense of travelling - either you can go with it, conjure up the view round the next corner. Look

back and recreate its passage in your mind.

Better to be going somewhere all the time - however slowly.

September 28th.



Evening River Trip, 1985, diary entry mentions painting from 87, try and find?
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Saw rafts of bubbles on a swollen river, one day I will try again to paint.

Mountain bubbles carrying views of mountains

bubbles, inside them contain inverted view of the landscape.

Raindrops having on a twig, each contain a perfect view upside down of the immediate small patch of hedge

infront of me, surrounded often by Rainbow edges

Rainbows in the sky cannot be effectively shown in paint.

September 5th



no reference to foaming water after rain

on April 15th, checked March or May

14th too.



CK notes say May 23rd

Good bit of text from 23rd - talks about water ‘boiling up’ but it’s talking about the sea in Wales - refrencing waves

and rocks at sea so maybe not relevnt here? Had saed in Travel / Wales previously

The lighthoause stood unmoving - the rocks Immobile

- the sky moving fast, horizontally, and of into the South West.

- the water heaving and ‘boiling’ up and down, sucking wildly at the rock base.

Waves are like tongues but cold and white as they lick at the rough surfaces. The foaming rises as with its own energy.

Water drops on the edge of the foam are spit smoke and mist from hidden Welsh valleys.

Rises and sucks up the sides of the rocks in the same mysterious (silent) way. It hangs also rather like steam from a

boiling kettle in a warm small kitchen.

Rocks against the light seem to project sharp teeth edges in anger and self defence as the teeth of a dog seem when

caught against the light.

I like the contrast of rounded stones and rocks which are not so much eroded as softened by careening, not gashed by

biting.



Man watching bubbles, river drawing or watercolour too.
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Little sea urchin fossil where have you been all this time. Am I the first person to pick you up - or did early man in

Metfield pick you from the soil and throw you down as an unknown symbol of magic, and leave you for someone else

to pick up.

- Remember the hairy mammoth at Homersfield.
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CK find

green

boat



River Boat Trip, 1969
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Odd Events

Pigs frighten.

They often have left covered with mud, high up and appear as if they are wearing long

socks.

This combined with the fact that they are poised high on their hoofs, gives them a ludicrous appearance as if wearing shoes with high heels.

June 6th



CK - don’t have access to slides - or images to know

what’s on them

Woman and pig disrupt the hunt.
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Watched a lady dropping bread on a swan

April 1st



ladies wrestling
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